Business owners:

Searching for something?

… well, you’ve probably already
got it!!

I’ll say the scary word first...SOFTWARE

That’s where we at ark-IT-tech come
in…
we are Business Consultants, and will
… and now that’s out of the way, it can only
work with you and your team to improve
get better, so please read on!
and automate more of your business
You may (like most of us in Business)
processes. Improvements can always be
be struggling to do the real work, usually
made, even if it’s just changing habits,
earning money and working with your
by looking at things from a different
products, and then keep up with the
perspective. The partners who are
admin side, usually in your spare time.
The fact is, none of us have free, or spare, ark-IT-tech have no income from Software
or Hardware providers, and we therefore
time – if we choose to spend our leisure
have no interest in selling gadgets, so you
time on our work, it is still a cost to the
Business. After all, you could use that time can be sure we will not encourage you to
to develop your marketing or products etc. add to the Desktop clutter.
instead of the Admin. However, without
“70% of software written
good, basic and up to date info about your
business progress, then you have nothing
is never used.”
We have spent a combined 60+ years
to build or develop from - the ‘Chicken or
implementing software and IT solutions
the Egg’ scenario.
for Businesses, so we have heard all the
The fact is, you will probably have
excuses and pro’s & con’s in the IT world.
already invested your IT budget on the
Money has never been more key to a
best system you could afford, so you are
literally at the limit. You will have so many business, and we offer a way for you to
ways of doing things and options, that you make improvements without having to
purchase anything… OK, you will need to
will have found a way of doing the basics
pay for our time, but at least that doesn’t
i.e. Invoicing the Customer, and stopped
attract a licence, subscription or support
exploring after making this major and
contract!
most important breakthrough.
Even where you had initial training on
the system by the supplier, it was probably
generic and not really related to your
business, and more importantly … if you
don’t know what to expect or what is
possible, then how do you know to look for
Contact Helene or Paul Heyes of
it?
ark-IT-tech, for a FREE initial discussion
Even if you had software written for
regarding how we can work together on
you, you will not be surprised to hear
that 70% of software (including bespoke)
Tel: 0790 6666 305
written is never used!
Web: www.ark-IT-tech.com
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Say you saw it in the Worth Valley Mag!
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